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Urban sociology deals with the impact of life on social 

actions, social relationships, social establishment and also 

the styles of civilization, derived from and supported 

urban modes of living. therefore, it's a special study of the 

influence of setting on man. whereas we've collected huge 

quantity of knowledge proving the extensive effects on 

non-human conditions on human life, we've to use 

caution regarding social philosophical doctrine or 

extreme environmentalism, that postulates that each one 

social phenomena area unit product of blind forces over 

that man has no management. 

The great variability of urban life in time and area is ample 

proof that the patterns of cities depend on several 

determinants of that man is by no suggests that the 

smallest amount vital one. On the opposite hand we've 

no proof that human traits or build existing traits 

disappear. however human traits, whereas they continue 

to be what they're show an excellent ability to completely 

different scenario. This makes the traits seem to show a 

discrepancy once solely a selected a part of them has 

return to the surface. Human traits conjointly show a 

substantial variability on intensify, prevalence, and mode, 

in abundant constant method as a melody is capable of an 

excellent range of variations. What setting will is to 

develop some existing traits to their full potentialities 

whereas others become scrawny. Environmental factors 

conjointly condition human activity in such {a method 

how some way the way the simplest way} that supply easy 

satisfaction which might be not possible or terribly 

troublesome to realize in any other way. 

Origin and Development of Urban Sociology 

In 1925 Park republished his article alongside different 

contributions, in an exceedingly little book The city". 

within the following year park beside Burgess revealed an 

analogous volume of short however necessary articles, 

known as the "Urban Community". This work was greatly 

accepted within the circle of sociologists. the primary text 

book in urban sociology appeared in 1929. Since then, the 

new field has flourished. 

As a scientific science, it's been from the start Associate 

in Nursing Ameri will science, and has mainly remained 

therefore, as a result of analysis prospects elsewhere 

square measure too scarce. Park tried to grasp town as 

place and as an ethical order. Today this new science, just 

like the cities that square measure its subject material of 

study has outgrown its own boundaries. social science 

generally should to a bigger extent have confidence 

different cognate sciences. Urban social science 

represents Associate in Nursing extreme case. we have a 

tendency to square measure forced to borrow from 

history and different social sciences like, economics, 

social psychology, public administration and theory of 

welfare work. 

Urban social science deals with such issues as building 

codes, plaining and sectionalisation, sanitation, sewers, 

electric pig, trafic laws, ocean ports and airports, housing 

project, installation, faculty administration and a bunch of 

different connected topics. therefore, the urban social 

scientist, needs to gather info from jurisprudence and 

sociology, from drugs, public health and hygiene, from 

architects and town planners, from property specialists 

and recreation leaders, additionally in his effort to grasp 

town concerning its past he needs to depend upon 

historians. 

In urban social science most work has been done it us of 

yankee. In gift century abundant intensive work has been 

within the specialised filed of urban social science. several 

books have appeared on classification of cities, 
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development of cities, urban atmosphere, social 

disorganisation in cities, demographical trends, 

community life and its impact upon temperament, family, 

marriage, and grass widow in cities etc., a lot of over an 

honest deal of labor has additionally been tired reforms 

and development of urban life. Special mention might be 

manufactured from intensive analysis intro the 

mechanism of financial aid, correct use of lesisure, non-

secular cultural and academic establishment in cities and 

city coming up with and rehabilitation. 

Nature and Scope of Urban Sociology 

According to Bergel "Urban Sociology deals with the 

impact of town life on social actions, social relationships, 

social establishments and kinds of civilization derived 

from and supported urban modes of living.... this impact 

is considerable; while not cities, humanity would have 

remained on a way a lot of primitive levels. so urban social 

science could be a special study of the influence of the 

atmosphere of man". Anderson outlined urban social 

science as follows: "They square measure 2 community 

sociologies, rural and concrete and every in conspicuously 

recognized by that discipline. the sphere of rural social 

science is rural society and rural living whereas that of 

urban social science issues society and living in cities and 

cities".Thus, urban social science is the study of the 

impact of town life on man's social policy and 

relationships derived from urban ways in which of living. 

It deals with all aspects of urban social life. it's a special 

study of the link between man and his atmosphere. thence 

urban social science is also understood as that branch of 

social science that deals with the science of urban life. 

Urbanization 

Urbanisation is the process of transforming rural into 

urban areas; this process has a profound effect on the 

economic composition of the population; the farm 

population decrease at least proportionately, the urban 

population gains. 

  

Several attempts have been made to measure the degree 

of urbanization. The simplest method is to determine the 

ratio of city dwellers to the farm' population. But 

difficulties arise from the different definitions of urban 

communities in various countries. Iredlan classifies as 

urban all places with 1500 or more inhabitants and 

reaches as urbanization index x 37.6 percent, while 51.6 

percent of the population is engaged is nonagricultural 

work. Mexico, classifying only place of more than 2500 as 

urban has an urbanization index 35.1 percent but only 

22.2 percent is not engaged in farming. 

Urbanism 

Urbanism is generally regarded as a way of life. What 

constitutes this particular mode of living is rather difficult 

to say. Worth mentions the heterogeneity of the city, the 

high degree of dependence of urbanites upon others, the 

segmental character of urban social relations and the 

sophistication and rationality of city dwellers as 

identifying characteristics of the city. It is true that many 

urban relations are segmental, superficial and anonymous, 

but nearly all people in the city have at least as many total 

personally and emotionally meaningful relationship as 

farmers; the masses in the city can hardly be called 

sophisticated, rationality is mainly a matter of economics 

and technology. Still it is true that all the factors 

mentioned above play a greater role in urban rather than 

in rural life. 

Urban Social Actions 

Urban social actions guided by urban social relationship 

are secondary and specific in nature. They are segmentary 

in character and, mainly aim at fulfilment of a single 

function of an urbanites life while in rural areas imitation 

of one's father's work and education combined in one, in 

urban centers, specialized and formal education paves the 

way for one's career in a technical job. 

Urban Social Relations 

Urban social relations are many and diverse and formal in 

character. Urban social institutions based on these are 

unspecialized agencies which serve particular functions, 

say education through school, law enforcement. by the 

city administration etc. Elaborate procedure is laid down 

to guide the activities of these institutions. Thus size, 

density heterogeneity and specialization are the typical 
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urban characteristics, urban sociology studies human 

social life in relation to these factors. 

Urban Problems 

Typical urban social problems can be identified as 

follows: housing, sanitation, slums, provision for 

recreation population of all types increase in crime 

physical and mental disorder etc. The study of all these 

forms are important part of urban sociology. 

The scope of urban sociology is very vast. It studies the 

nature characteristics, size, density of population its 

special pattern and change peculiar type of social relations 

and social interactions, the nature of social institutions 

like family in the urban setting, education etc. To sum up. 

urban sociology studies all aspects of urban life. 

Measurement of Urbanization 

The most important source of data regarding 

urbanization is population census. The process of 

urbanization can be measured in terms of four 

demographic aspects, 

• Degree of Urbanization 

• Tempo of Urbanization 

• The concentration of urban growth  

• The components of urban growth 

The most important measures of urbanization, are the 

following 

• Percentage of population in urban areas 

• Ratio of urban rural population " 

• Size of locality of residence of the medium 

inhabitant  

• Tempo of Urbanization 

Researchers are interested in studying other demographic 

phenomena which change concomitantly with the general 

process of urbanization. Sophisticated measures have 

been devised for the study of the distribution of 

population as well as its concentration dispersion. 

Researchers are also interested in studying urban 

population growth in terms of various components of 

growth. This may be studied from two points of view. (1) 

the localities with in which population changes may occur 

(2) the demographic composition of population growth 

within these localities. To find out the rate of growth of 

the urban population, it is necessary to find out the extent 

of natural increase, the contribution of net migration as 

well as that of the reclassification of population and areas 

as the result of movement from rural to urban areas. 

Level of Urbanization 

There are wide variations in the laves of urbanization. It 

was estimated that 41.57 percent of the world population 

lived in urban areas in 1985. The discrepancy between the 

developing regions and the developed regions with 

respect to the level of urbanization of the developed 

countries has been estimated as urban the corresponding 

figure for developing region is only 32. Among the levels 

of urbanization in sub regions of these continents vary. 

It is interesting to note the percentage of urban 

population living in cities with 100,000 or more 

population: Though the degree or urbanization is low in 

less developed countries, the percentage of population 

living in such cities is quite high, indicating that the 

phenomenon of urbanization is restricted to a few large 

centres and is not wide spread through the country.  

Urbanization in India 

India had been overwhelmingly country in character all 

through the ages. however, a couple of metropolitan 

focuses have prospered every now and then. Aside from 

Varanasi and Prayag, which kept on being spots of 

government. Muslim rulers changed their cupid much of 

the time with the outcome the old capital city lost its 

significance. The old Indian urban communities didn't 

have a modern or business base. Kingsly Davis brings up 

that For quite a while business and industry followed the 

urban communities situated for nonmonetary reasons" It 

was exclusively in the late nineteenth and twentieth 

Hundreds of years that modern urban areas like Bombay and 

Calcutta grew up because of the area of various material plants 

in Bombay and jute production lines in Calcutta. 

Till 1961 the meaning of metropolitan unit was befuddling. 

Accordingly, all districts were viewed as metropolitan and they 

covered every common Line and contentment, which were not 

in as far as possible. All spots with 5000 occupants, which the 

commonplace enumeration superintendent viewed as 

metropolitan were additionally remembered for the premise of 

their personality, the thickness of the populace, and their 

financial and notable significance. Any spot which has under 

5000 occupants were additionally thought to be metropolitan 

assuming the enumeration administrator trusted it to be so. 
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Starting around 1961 enumeration more thorough 

standards have been taken on for arranging regions as 

metropolitan, these are: 

• Thickness of at the very least 1000 individuals 

for each assistant mile 

• Somewhere around three forward of the 

functioning populace ought to be taken part in 

nonfarming exercises. 

• The populace ought to be at least 5000 

All areas with metropolitan types of local self-government 

were likewise included, independent of whether they 

satisfied the above criteria 

Indian Policy on Urban Development 

The patterns of a quicker development of huge and 

medium towns than of unassuming communities is 

viewed as indescribable by Indian organizers. The 

significant contention is that the development of support 

administrations in the enormous and medium towns has 

been slower than the flood of individuals from the 

provincial regions, and this has led to many issues. Since 

movement is consistently particular the youthful 

instructed, gifted, and motivated people from the town 

and modest communities have been moving to bigger 

access to the provincial area where they might have had 

massive effects. This present circumstance likewise 

Hinders endeavors to demonstrate the condition of the 

metropolitan poor by giving work potential open doors, 

instruction, restricted lodging, and health administrations. 

Anyway these strategy issues ought to be examined with 

regards to the elements of metropolitan turn of events 

The movement from the provincial to metropolitan areas 

can't completely under remained based on 

straightforward head counts free of cultural contexts. 

Perhaps the main element that elevates movement to 

metropolitan regions is the overpopulation of country 

regions. The all-around overburdened rustic economy 

might uncontrolledly work at any point force 

development. Likewise higher metropolitan wages draw 

in people from the country regions. Development of 

training and contacts with metropolitan have supported 

individuals structuring the country regions to investigate 

better employment amazing open doors and new ways of 

life in the city. 

Conclusion 

At the point when we look at individual and development 

inspiration driving versatility in India, It tends to be seen 

that similar elements can deter some and urge others to 

move. Parochial interest connected with the case, religion, 

and language can be better realized when a similar 

individual can correspondence actually and channel their 

energies to accomplish aggregate objectives. Be that as it 

may, the unbending nature of the rank framework is 

provincial networks support lower standings and 

untouchables to move to metropolitan regions tied cape 

their low financial status. The general unknown 

metropolitan climate gives them the chance to rethink 

their situation in the new area. Little practice become 

incredible custom and gatherings recently confiscated and 

muddled manufactured collusions for social elevates as 

well as monetary and political additions. The liberation 

and instruction of ladies worked with relocation from 

rustic to metropolitan regions. 
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